
 
Kansas City Country Club Plaza 

4600 Summit, Kansas City MO 64112 

(816) 448-4600 

www.countryclubplazasuites.hamptoninn.com  
 

The Hampton Inn & Suites Country Club Plaza has been locally owned and managed since the family opened the property in 
1999.  Being a part of the Hilton brand there have been changes and updates along the way, but nothing as spectacular as 
who we are becoming today.   
 

The basics: 203 guest rooms, 5,000 sf of meeting space, large indoor stainless steel pool, and complimentary services for our 
travelers: wi-fi, breakfast, parking in private garage.  But we know that traveling today is more than just a room count and 
getting good internet access.  We know there are dozens of choices.  We want to prove to our guests and corporate partners 
that our focus on guest satisfaction, comfort and safety remains top of mind.   
 

Renovation brings modern design, thoughtful inclusions 
 Guests are at ease with our Hilton CleanStay program featuring Lysol treatments in rooms and public spaces, and Hilton 

EventReady for meetings & events  

 Honors members can use their Hilton app to bypass the front desk with Digital Key for room selection, check-in & out 

 All renovated rooms include mounted 40” LG TV’s, full LED back-lit vanity bathroom mirrors, desktop outlets and 
streamline dressers for ease in use and flexible space, microwaves & refrigerators, personal safe sized to accommodate 
a 17” laptop, mixture of light and medium colors used from floor to ceiling to brighten the space  

 We are done with the doubles…all rooms include either queen or king Sealy beds 

 King rooms redesigned with walk-in showers featuring large glass sliding doors  

 Our 45 suites were reimagined to offer a variety of options, including many dedicated to extended stay travelers 

 Daily breakfast buffet has returned in a simpler format, allowing for a wide variety of served items and dietary desires  

 It’s modern and fresh with local charm through textiles, furniture designs, and Kansas City art throughout 
 

       
 

    
 

Jessica Mumma, Sales & Event Manager 

jessica.mumma@hilton.com 

(816) 448-4627 direct 
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